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  Uber After Midnight Robert Wilson,2018-03-21 Have you
ever thought about what its like to be a Uber driver? After being a
driver for almost three years, here are the stories from the road,
told by a Uber driver in Cincinnati, Ohio. Follow along as the
author takes you with him on some of his most memorable Uber
rides. At times funny, intense, and interesting, you will get a
driver's perspective on what its like to be a driver for the biggest
ridesharing company in the world, Uber.
  Spent behind the Wheel Julietta Hua,Kasturi Ray,2021-12-21
Exploring professional passenger driving and the gig economy
through feminist theories of labor Are taxi drivers in today’s era
of the ride-hail app performing care work akin to domestic and
household labor? So argue the authors of Spent behind the
Wheel. Bringing together sociological and legal perspectives with
feminist theoretical insights, Julietta Hua and Kasturi Ray
examine the case study of contemporary professional passenger
driving in the United States. On the one hand, they show, the rise
of the gig economy has brought new attention to the industry of
professional passenger driving. On the other hand, the
vulnerabilities that professional drivers experience remain
hidden. Drawing on interviews with drivers, labor organizers, and
members of licensing commissions, as well as case law and other
published resources, Hua and Ray argue that working for ride-
hail companies like Uber and Lyft shares similarities with driving
for taxi companies in the impact on driver lives. Lyft and Uber sell
the idea of industry disruption, but in fact they entrench long-
standing modes of extracting the reproductive labor of their
drivers for the benefit of consumer lives. Reproductive
labor—conventionally understood as feminized labor—is
extracted, but masked, behind the masculinized, racialized bodies
of drivers. Professional driving is thus best understood alongside
domestic and other gendered service work as reproductive labors
devalued and often demonetized to benefit the national economy.
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Spent behind the Wheel is a must for readers interested in critical
studies of technological change and the gig economy, showing
how drivers’ capacities are drained for the benefit of riders,
corporations, and the maintenance of the racial state.
  Anthology of an Uber Driver’S Experiences Burton
Hochberg,2016-04-15 After driving for Uber for a short time, I
realized that I had the fodder for another book. Unique stories
were happening in my car every day. I did not start out with the
thought of eventually writing or even publishing a book. All I did
was to build files with anecdotal material. I called the files
Uberisms. Upon conclusion of the first file, I printed copies of it
and distributed it to my riders while continuing to write Uberism:
Book2. I repeated the process I started, and upon conclusion of
the second chapter, I printed copies of it to distribute to my
riders. That became an expensive process. Since these files could
be found on Facebook, I just chatted with my riders about
Uberisms and told them how to access them on the computer. It
was at that point that I gave consideration to publishing a book.
At that point, the number of individual Uberisms reached five
files, totaling about seventy-five thousand words, and it was time
to publish my works, but I needed an all-encompassing title. That
was the birth of Analogy of an Uber Drivers Experiences.
  Wicked F*cked Jay Keefe,2018-12-14 Ever wonder what
goes through the mind of your Uber driver as he zips around the
city, picking people up here and dropping them off there?Ever
wonder what he thinks about you, the Rider?Now's your
chance.With humor and heart, Jay Keefe presents his unique
insight on human behavior, how dating apps are destroying
civilization, and why Bostonians are a breed all their own.So sit
back, relax, and buckle up.Wicked F*cked: Tales of a Boston Uber
Driver, is going to take you on one hell of a ride.
  Uber Diva Charles St. Anthony,2017-09-07 She's sitting on a
secret. With thousands Uber and Lyft rides under her belt, Uber
Diva offers a birds eye view of what it's really like to work as a
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rideshare driver. She also instructs passengers on how to avoid
getting spanked with a 1 Star rating. Meet the freaks, learn the
equipment, and see how this diva survived when a drunk driver T-
Boned her car. Based on true rideshare experiences in the San
Francisco Bay Area. Uber Diva includes educational chapters
answering these burning questions: What kind of insurance is
needed as an Uber driver? What equipment will be necessary
before drivers start driving? How is Uber different than driving
for Lyft? What's the etiquette for passengers? What about driver
and passenger safety? This book expresses the author's personal
memories and opinion, and does not necessarily reflect the views
of the companies mentioned in the book including Uber, Lyft,
Google, Apple or Twitter. This book is not affiliated with the
online jewelry retailer Uber Diva.
  Confessions of an Uber Driver John Dillingham,2017-09-05
Chronicled during the spring and summer of 2016 in Tampa Bay,
Florida, these are the true stories and confessions of John
Dillingham.
  Driving Undercover Peter Giles,2020-09-02 Book Delisted
  Disrupting D.C. Katie J. Wells,Kafui Attoh,Declan
Cullen,2023-08-15 Using the case of Uber, Disrupting D.C.
examines how on-demand platforms more broadly are, and are
not, remaking urban life--
  Life in a Ride Mark Bloom,2019-10-26 The trials and
tribulations of a Los Angeles Uber Driver as he navigates not only
the streets, but also a fledgling acting career, taking care of his
ailing mom, and life in general.
  The Uber Chronicles Behind Closed Doors Clark Gable
Williams,2020-05-10 The Uber Chronicles Behind Closed Doors
takes you on a journey of over three years from a perspective of a
novice driver in a major metropolitan city. During this escapade,
the driver shares his most epic experiences. Some may make you
laugh. Some may bring you to tears. Some may reflect on life's
most valuable lessons. He gives you examples of the good, the
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bad and the ugly. He exposes what really happens behind closed
doors. Reading this book will bring you great delight. Critics are
saying Amazing, you're a Genious, above all, A good man. Only a
few can write like this I love Chronicles, more to come ?!? Once I
started reading it I could not put it down
  Buzz Ride P. M. White,2017-08-17 A Darkly Comedic Coming
of (Middle) Age Adventure - Why would a financially-comfortable,
fifty-something father of two-with a Mercedes-drive Uber late at
night on the toughest streets of Chicago? Pat White (pseudonym),
a financial advisor and business strategist, decided to go
undercover to research how the disruptive technology of
ridesharing affects commerce. Soon his business study warped
into a study of humanity . . . and himself. This reserved Baby
Boomer first had to face his fear of picking up strangers in his
own car and driving them to unknown locations. Most were over-
privileged, over-served Millennials in route to their next
adrenaline rush or wherever they were crashing for the night.
Some treated him like he was invisible--making out, arguing,
discussing sex and drugs, and lying to lovers on the phone about
their whereabouts as if no one else were in the car. Others wished
him to partake in their partying or craved his counsel on the most
intimate details of their lives. Still others were just looking to pick
a fight. Rarer were the tired and the timid: those returning to
family after working long hours with hopes of a brighter
tomorrow, those fleeing abuse, and those just fleeing a
thunderstorm. This summer experiment took White down roads
he never imagined he would travel. Soon he found himself
embracing danger, longing for the thrill of voyeuristic glimpses
into private lives made public, and facing the depths of his
shadow personality. Come along for the bumpy ride as this sharp-
tongued observer shares the always wild, sometimes dark, often
humorous, and surprisingly touching side of Chicago nightlife in
the smart-phone generation. Hop into the Back of Patrick's Silver
Benz and Buckle Up!
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  Uber Snaps Andrew R Howey,2023-04-24 Welcome to Uber
Snaps: Adventures of an Uber Driver Dad Embark on a hilarious
and endearing journey with Andrew as he drives for Uber in
Northern Lake and McHenry County, Illinois. As Andrew
navigates the busy streets of Chicago, Illinois, and the nearby
suburbs, he experiences a unique turn in his life while also
providing for his incredibly intelligent daughter. Since July 2016,
Andrew has completed over 20,000 Uber fares, which has given
him a solid foundation in people reading and knowing exactly
what to say or not to say to various types of passengers. Known
for his witty banter, approachable demeanor, and capacity to
relate to people from all walks of life, Andrew has earned a
reputation for being both humorous and thoughtful. Uber Snaps
is replete with touching tales of Andrew's interactions with his
customers, -from assisting a rider with a broken bicycle or
bonding with the mother of an autistic son or simply cheering up
a cranky customer. Allergic to Silence is Andrew's catchphrase,
which he lives by in order to interact with each passenger in a
meaningful way, no matter the circumstance. You'll be drawn into
Andrew's world of driving, talking, and helping people as he
shares his experiences and anecdotes, and you'll learn about the
connections that can be made between people while in a moving
vehicle. Uber Snaps will enthrall and motivate readers thanks to
the positive reviews he has received from passengers who
appreciate his humor, kindness, and patience. Join Andrew on this
captivating journey as a father driving for Uber and learn about
the magic of human connection in unexpected settings. The
endearing and humorous story Uber Snaps will leave you with a
renewed understanding of the value of conversation and the joy of
forming deep connections with others.
  Uber Hon John Robinson Ba,2020-06-19 Caught. Out of
space. Under pressure. Jojo flashes his life before his eyes. From
the comfort of his couch, to a police interrogation chair. Stories of
martial arts, snitches and family surround him. I try to help
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people with their degrees, just as i needed help with mine. And
the future rolls out before us.
  Uber Gone Wrong A Setemi,2023-05-05 She is just a Uber
driver taking over her shift for the night when she came across a
client that seemed suspicious.... Kai is a moon rider whose
vacation was interrupted by a letter frolm an unknown source,
pleading he rescued Serena from a supposed woman she would
be designated driver to. The instruction was simple, Keep Serena
Jones safe for the night. How difficult could that be? And what
exactly is the council hiding?
  Uber Drivers Sang McGarrell,2021-08-13 From the driver's
seat comes a look at the true operating procedures, values, and
mission of Uber. The author spent one year undercover as an
Uber driver and has emerged with new insight into the company
and a series of wild stories about colorful passengers and
startling situations. He outlines the business plan and processes
of Uber. He includes information on: - The discrepancy between
what Uber claims drivers make and what they actually earn, - The
story behind the founding and the funding of the company, - The
standards Uber keeps to protect both drivers and passengers, -
The reasons Uber is winning its competition against traditional
taxi companies, - The concept of surge pricing, - The opposition
Uber faces from the government and taxi unions, and - The future
of Uber and its driver
  Driving the Uberverse Raymond Adam Nadolny Ph
D,Raymond Nadolny,2018-04-12 Dr. Raymond Nadolny takes the
ride of his life when he decides to become a driver for Uber and
Lyft. What does a driver make? Is it dangerous? Dr. Nadolny finds
the answers to these questions and more, when to his
amazement, he falls in love with the world of ridesharing. Even
when the chips are stacked against the drivers, Dr. Nadolny
cannot help his growing fascination with his many passengers, his
many trips, and his glimpses into the rich and beautiful pageantry
of the Pacific Northwest.
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  Humanistic View of Driving for Uber: the Stories of Ten
Different Days and Nights Out Driving for Uber Tyler
Rubalcava,2021-07-08 You've read outrageous Uber headlines
where some drivers are harmed by passengers. You also hear
about how much money an Uber driver can make in a short time.
It all left us curious and really wondering what was real and what
was overblown. What it would be like to drive for Uber? Have you
ever been curious as to what kind of people use Uber? Where
they are going? What do they talk about during the ride? How do
they behave, or misbehave? This is the book to read! This book,
the first in a series, answers those questions and more ... in the
form of storytelling. Driving for Uber since early 2016, the author
chronicles her experiences with each - and every - passenger,
from the conversations with interesting people with fascinating
stories to the incredibly everyday, ho-hum-ness of people who just
need a ride from one place to another. Ten different days and
nights out driving for Uber. Fifty-six passengers. Fifty-six stories.
So, come along for the ride. Join in. Listen in. And experience
what Uber is like from the front seat of the car.
  Rideshare Revelations from an la Uber Driver, the Highlights,
the Lowlights and the Darkness Mark Alan Nisall,2020-11-18
What really happens inside an Uber? Rideshare passengers can
be fun, interesting and wildly entertaining. But some individuals
are strange, deeply troubled or bizarre at times. So fasten your
seatbelts and get ready for some crazy rides around Southern
California.Imagine your riding inside the Uber as you navigate
through the diverse neighborhoods of Los Angeles and nearby
cities. You can expect the unexpected because you never know
what might happen when strangers get inside your vehicle.
Forget what you previously thought about rideshare work and
prepare to be shocked and surprised as you drive off into the
unknown.Mark Nisall is a retired public safety veteran who
completed 6,056 trips while driving 61,200 miles by working part
time over three years. With 29 years of combined experience in
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law enforcement and judicial administration, he is uniquely well
qualified to authentically narrate his most memorable rideshare
adventures. These wide ranging situations are portrayed in clear
and vivid detail so readers can vicariously experience them as if
they were actually there.
  Pass It Along: 150 Page Guided Journal for Uber and
Lyfte Passengers Sophia Louise,2018-10-04 As a Ride Share
Driver you have thought of everything .... except this! Give your
passengers something fun to do with this 100 question guided
journal. Each passenger can have the opportunity to complete one
page - and you as their Uber driver or Lyft driver will have a fun
momento to look back on.
  Confessions of an Uber Driver Douglas Edwin
Casimiri,2017-04-11 From the driver's seat comes a look at the
true operating procedures, values, and mission of Uber. Author
Douglas Casimiri spent one year undercover as an Uber driver
and has emerged with new insight into the company and a series
of wild stories about colorful passengers and startling situations.
Casimiri outlines the business plan and processes of Uber. He
includes information on the discrepancy between what Uber
claims drivers make and what they actually earn, the story behind
the founding and the funding of the company, the standards Uber
keeps to protect both drivers and passengers, the reasons Uber is
winning its competition against traditional taxi companies, the
concept of surge pricing, the opposition Uber faces from the
government and taxi unions, and the future of Uber and its
drivers. While Casimiri was driving for Uber, his coworkers
confided in him about a variety of shocking, dangerous, and
sometimes humorous experiences. In one case, a very confused
passenger forgets where she is and believes she's being
kidnapped. In another, a driver can't believe it when his
passenger ends up being a famous actor. Casimiri's anecdotes
show that there is never a dull moment in the life of an Uber
driver!
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editions paperback
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magic a product
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